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ABSTRACT

A MACHINE-AIDED APPROACH TO GENERATING GRAMMAR RULES FROM JAPANESE SOURCE TEXT FOR USE IN HYBRID STATISTICAL RULE-BASED MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEMS
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Many automatic machine translation systems available today use a hybrid of pure statistical translation and rule-based grammatical translations. This is largely due to the shortcomings of each individual approach, requiring a large amount of time for linguistics experts to hand-code grammar rules for a rule-based system and requiring large amounts of source text to generate accurate statistical models. By automating a portion of the rule generation process, the creation of grammar rules could be made to be faster, more efficient and less costly. By doing statistical analysis on a bilingual corpus, common grammar rules can be inferred and exported to a hybrid system. The resulting rules then provide a base grammar for the system. This helps to reduce the time needed for experts to hand-code grammar rules and make a hybrid system more effective.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In recent years, research into Machine Translation (MT) has seen quite a surge in popularity. This is the result of a number of factors, the most influential being the increased interaction between disparate language-speaking people online. MT has been an area of research since the 1940’s, fueled initially in large part by the U.S. Defense Department’s interest in Russian-English translation during the Cold War. Overly optimistic expectations and computational limitations of the time caused opinion to turn against MT research, and, in 1966, the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) recommended to stop funding MT research, greatly reducing the amount of research for decades (Hutchins, 2007).

As computing power, insights into related fields such as Linguistics and Software Engineering advanced and with the explosion of data on the web, MT systems began to improve dramatically. Today, there are many commercial and freely available online translation systems that support nearly one hundred languages (Google, 2015).
However, translating one human language to another is not a simple matter. Any one natural language, when looked at from a purely grammatical and syntactical point of view, is a complicated system, with many interconnecting rules and exceptions to those rules. When semantics are added, the task of understanding even a single language is great. In any MT system, this needs to be done, simultaneously, for two separate languages. As a result, these systems and the approaches they use have their flaws.

1.2. Current Practices

The state-of-the-art in MT approaches has changed significantly over the last 20 years. The 1990’s marked a trend towards turning away from morphological and syntactical analyses that used linguistic rules to determine the appropriate translation and towards a more purely statistical approach. Initially word-based (Brown, 1993), and later phrase-based models (Koehn, Och, & Marcu, 2003; Zens, Och, & Ney, 2002) relied primarily on statistical analysis of a sententially aligned bilingual corpus, called a parallel corpus or bitext, to generate a language model based on relative frequencies of words and phrases. Later systems used Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to determine the probability of a translation based on multiple features to train
their language models (Berger, 1996; Och & Ney, 2002). These corpus-based systems came in two distinct types (Bijimol & Abraham, 2014):

1. **Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)**, where the above statistical models are used with a bilingual corpus to generate translations based on the probabilities of word usage, order and syntax.

2. **Example-based Machine Translation (EBMT)**, which takes example sentences from the corpus that are similarly constructed and does a word-by-word translation, using the same orderings from the target and source language examples.

Rule-based systems, however, were and still are being researched and used. By the late 1990’s, SMT was considered the mainstream, but **Rule-Based Machine Translation (RBMT)** was still being pursued (Somers, 1999). RBMT systems tend to fall into three separate categories:

1. **Dictionary systems**, where sentences are translated from the source language to the target language without an intermediate representation.
2. **Transfer systems**, where the source language is converted into a more general language representation using grammar rules and bilingual dictionaries

3. **Interlingual systems**, where the source language is converted into an intermediate representation that is not language-dependent

More recent RBMT systems, such as Apertium (Forcada, 2011) and ANN (Akeel & Mishra, 2014) have been developed and are still being actively researched, Interlingual-type systems such as UNL (Uchida, Zhu, & Della Senta, 2005) are being expanded to cover a growing number of languages and other language tools, such as WordNet (Princeton, 2014), a knowledge base that maps groups of words to a semantic meaning, is being implemented in more and more languages.

### 1.3. MT System Advantages and Disadvantages

These systems both have strengths and shortcomings. According to Bijimol and Abraham, the benefits of RBMT systems are “easy customization and predictability”, meaning there is simple, direct access to the dictionary or intermediate representation of the language that can be quickly modified, and that the output is highly predictable, as the system can be logically
followed from start to finish. Additionally, rules may often be reusable among languages and among different language pairs, particularly in interlingual systems, where the mappings will remain the same regardless of the second language.

On the contrary, corpus-based systems often have unexpected results. Being purely lexical in nature, these systems will return a translation based solely on probability calculated from the existing corpus. Any novel words or sentence structures would be processed solely on its similarity to another sentence or phrase structure, often yielding unexpected results. Additionally, the models that are generated from these systems are quite opaque, consisting of a variety of probabilities, scores and other measurements for word mappings. Any desired change to the system’s behavior would require a regeneration of the language model with additional data or altered corpus, which can become quite time-consuming. Further, the altering of the model may end up changing previously accurate output.

SMT systems, on the other hand, have the benefits of not requiring linguistic expertise to build, meaning less human and temporal cost is required to set the system up. Also, CPU resource requirements are, in general, less for SMT systems,
making it faster to return translations. And finally, SMT is greatly dependent on the amount of source material available, and there is not much linguistic diversity available in a digital format. In 2013, Google had indexed around 30 trillion unique web pages (Koetsier, 2013), yet currently Google Translate, the company’s proprietary SMT system, only supports 90 languages (Google, 2015), or about 1.2% of the more that 7,100 languages spoken in the world (Ethnologue, 2015).

RBMT, on the other hand, currently requires a good deal of manual entry for linguistic rule creation and dictionary building, both of which require trained expert assistance to generate. Also, as the RBMT system grows, it becomes more difficult to maintain and manage a large amount of rule interactions.

1.4. Hybrid Systems

Of course, there are many systems that have attempted to take advantage of techniques from both SMT and RBMT, so-called Hybrid Machine Translation Systems (HMT). These systems use varying amounts of SMT and RBMT in an attempt to mitigate some of the difficulties mentioned above and, in fact, many modern systems use some combinations of approaches. An early Hierarchical
Phrase-Based model, for example, used a standard Phrased-Based SMT model, but extends the model to a hierarchy of phrases, rather than simple $n$-gram phrases to assist in the recognition and reordering of phrases (Chiang, 2005). Other hybrid systems began with a RBMT system, then used SMT as a way to post-process the translation to match a trained model (Sánchez Martínez, Forcada Zubizarreta, & Way, 2009).

As these models began to evolve, hybrid systems started combining the two system types, using both at different points during the translation process in an attempt to gain the best features of each system type while mitigating their shortcomings (España Bonet, Márquez Villodre, Labaka, Díaz de Ilarraza Sánchez, & Sarasola Gabiola, 2011), including combining HMT systems into a different hybrid system (Baker et al., 2014); (J. Li, Marton, Resnik, & Daumé III, 2014). These later HMT systems often attempt to take a SMT system and inform it with some linguistic, syntactic or semantic knowledge from a RBMT or HMT to improve the fluency of the translation or to shape it for a specific knowledge domain, such as medical translation (Costajussá, Farrús, & Pons, 2012); (Lu et al., 2014). Another common use is that of phrase and word reordering between languages with
different syntactic structures (Farzi, 2013); (Zhang, Liu, Li, Zhou, & Zong, 2015).

The state-of-the-art sees HMT systems being used for the previously mentioned knowledge domain improvement and phrase and word reordering, as well as standalone systems that attempt to improve translations through filtering SMT results through a RBMT in some fashion, or by improving the tokenization and/or chunking of the input data of an SMT through a RBMT (Park, Kwon, Kim, & Kim); (H. Li, Zhu, & Jin, 2015)

1.5. Interactive Machine Translation

*Interactive Machine Translation* (IMT) is a related, but distinctly different approach to computer-aided translation. Using concepts from SMT and RBMT, IMT shifts the decision-making to the user. These implementation are a more of a translation assistance machine than an automated translation system, and rely on the expertise of the user.

Early IMT systems were largely focused on source-text disambiguation. They would ask for user input to add context and clarifications, then generate a translation (Bisbey & Kay, 1972; Tomita, 1985). This approach often relies on a certain level of
knowledge from the user, though systems were designed for non-expert users, as well (Maruyama, Watanabe, & Ogino, 1990). Later systems began using a “Target-Text” model, focusing on output corrections by the user (Foster, Isabelle, & Plamondon, 1997). Current systems are also implementing machine learning into the system and updating the language model after every user input (Ortiz-Martínez & Casacuberta, 2014).

IMT systems are not purely computer-based, and as such have some inherent weaknesses. The output quality is, in the end, dependent on the linguistic skill level of the user, and there are often cases, especially in dissimilar language pairs, where a deep understanding of the source language is required for correct output. The initial, often SMT, output given to the user can be confusing, ungrammatical and incorrect. IMT also, due to the interaction required, is significantly slower than other MT methods. Currently, these types of systems are often used by professional translators to increase their translation speed.

1.6. Research Aim

These approaches are typical of what is currently being published. While they have improved on the shortcomings of SMT and RBMT, there are still many issues that have yet to be
adequately addressed, such as domain-specific translations, slang, low-resourced languages, contrasting sentential structure and others. Furthermore, all of these approaches, with the exception of pure SMT, still rely on some form of linguistic rules to, at a minimum, improve the fluency of the translation, which still relies heavily on linguistics experts hand-coding and revising complex rules. The author chose to tackle this last issue, rule creation, specifically looking at a way to reduce the time and human cost of generating grammar rules for any MT systems that make use of them. There has been some similar work done previously by Victor Sánchez-Cartagena using Apertium that took an existing grammar rule set for a language pair and inferred additional rules from them to improve translation (Sánchez-Cartagena, 2014). What this work will do is take a language that does not have a rule set and, based on a bilingual corpus, a dictionary file and a rule set for one other language, generate some basic rules for the new language.

1.7. Structure

The goal of this research is to explore a technique to assist linguistic rule creation for RBMT and HMT systems by automatically generating the structure of some of these needed rules. Using a monolingual dictionary, a bilingual corpus and a
set of grammar rules for one language, an automated method will be used to infer common grammar rules for the second language from the corpus and built into the Apertium RBMT format. Common words will be extracted from the corpus and dictionary files for the new language pair will be built using a custom tool. Chapter 2 will be an overview of the linguistic concepts and approaches that will be used and referenced in this system; Part-of-Speech Tagging and Parse Trees being the foundations for representing language. One of the open problems of MT, that of Ambiguity, will also be discussed. Chapter 3, will detail the system built to generate grammar rules and a base dictionary, explaining the chosen language pair, the existing tools and the custom tools used to generate the rules and dictionary files. Chapter 4 will discuss the RBMT System, Apertium, in greater detail. Chapter 5 show the results of the system with examples. Chapter 6 will be an overview of the specific issues tackled in this paper, conclusions regarding this type of system and an outlook on possible future work.
Chapter 2. Linguistic Concepts

2.1. Part-of-Speech Tagging

One of the key tools used in any natural language system is *Part-of-Speech Tagging (POST)*. POST is the process of marking up, or *tagging*, words in a text with a corresponding part-of-speech label as it appears in a given sentence. These tags are used to disambiguate words that, depending on their position in a sentence, have a different definition, context, or meaning based on their relationship with the adjacent and otherwise related words within a given phrase, sentence or even paragraph. Tags will denote a given word, phrase, suffix, prefix or other portion of a word as particular grammatical concepts, such as noun, verb, adjective, and so on. Figure 1 shows a simplified tag set and how it is used to mark up a sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determiner</td>
<td>DET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 1 POST example using a simplified tag set*

Initial POST systems used hand-crafted grammar rules to determine what part-of-speech (POS) to apply to each term based on the adjacent terms (Francis, 1964), while modern systems use a
variety of statistical methods, primarily the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), that may take into account larger groups of terms and calculate the probability that a given series of POS tags will occur, given earlier sentences in the corpus (Church, 1988). These groups of terms are called n-grams, where n is the number of terms being analyzed (2 terms, being a 2-gram, or bigram, 3 terms would be a 3-gram or trigram, etc). While simply looking at patterns of previously tagged sentences will give no knowledge of the grammar rules of the source language, for many languages, this approach works remarkably well. In fact, it has been shown that assigning the most common tag to each known word and the tag “proper noun” to all unknown words in a corpus will approach 90% accuracy, as most words are unambiguous (Charniak, 1997).

The size and complexity of a POST tag set varies greatly. The Penn TreeBank (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, & Santorini, 1993), the most popular English-language tag set, has 36 general POS tags that divide types of nouns, verbs, and adjectives into subtypes, such as singular nouns (NN), plural nouns (NNS), and so on. Other tag sets, designed for translation, are smaller, only focusing on main POS tags, as different languages often do not share the same grammar usages (Petrov, Das, & McDonald, 2011).
2.2. Phrase Structure Grammar and Parse Trees

Of course, natural language is made up of more than just the parts of speech. Various POS work together to create larger semantic units, phrases. In order to organize all the various parts of speech into a cohesive and standard structure from which inferences can be made, linguists have developed grammar formalisms. Phrase Structure Grammar (PSG) is based on the notion of sentences as a collection of phrases of varying POS types: noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VP), adjectival phrase (ADJP), prepositional phrase (PP), and so on (Koehn, 2009).

These grammars use a tree data structure called a syntax tree or parse tree. It is defined as an ordered, rooted tree that represents the syntactic structure of a string according to some context-free grammar (CFG) (Carnie, 2013). The nonterminals of the CFG are made up of POS tags and phrase types, the terminals being the words. Figure 2, taken from the Penn Tree Bank, is a parse tree for a complex English sentence, showing the relationships between the phrases and words. The root of a parse tree is the sentence node $S$, and its children are general phrases, usually the main subject noun phrase and verb phrase. From there, based on the CFG, the top-
level phrases break further into phrases and POS until reaching terminal nodes, where the words themselves reside. This allows us different levels of abstraction with which to analyze a sentence, grouping words and phrases into larger phrases. Phrase trees are integral in allowing MT systems to split sentences into larger chunks than individual words. This chunking is especially useful when sentences do not map directly word-for-word between languages, which is most often the case, and for reordering of sentences between languages.
2.3. Ambiguity

The previous two sections explained how sentences are stored and organized using POS tagging and parse trees and it should seem obvious that automatic translation is mostly a matter of lining up corresponding words between the two languages, based on a dictionary translation and a POS tag, in a language pair and using some grammar rules to reorder the target language to a natural language state. When explained in such a way, it seems like a trivial task that could be solved, albeit a bit slowly, deterministically. However all natural language has some inherent ambiguity that makes the task more complex and, in fact, still one of the main open questions of machine translation. There are two main forms of ambiguity that add complexity to a natural language: sentence boundary ambiguity and word sense ambiguity.

2.3.1. Sentence Boundary Ambiguity

When given some input text, it is necessary to determine how to break the text up for translation. In most languages there is some form of sentence-end symbol, such as the period (.) in English. However, that symbol may often be used for other purposes in the language. In English, for example, a period may denote the end of a sentence, the end of an abbreviation (Vol.
3), a person’s initials (J. M. Barrie), part of a web URL (google.com), computer code (a.getSize()) or a decimal point ($3.49). Complicating matters further are colloquial uses, such as performer aliases (Will.I.Am) or even incorrect punctuation. To account for the various uses of the end-of-sentence punctuation, often a maximum entropy model is trained on a hand-marked set of documents (Reynar & Ratnaparkhi, 1997) and used to split input into distinct sentences.

2.3.2. Word Sense Ambiguity

Some languages have more inherent ambiguity than others, especially those, such as English, that have little inflectional morphology. Inflection is the process of adding inflectional morphemes to a word to add some grammatical information, such as number, gender, person, tense, etc. A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning in a language. Inflectional morphology is simply the process of using inflection when generating a sentence (Van Valin, 2001).

Read
I read the news today.
I read the news everyday.

Out
He put the cat out for the night.
The runner was out at first.
I am out of sugar.
He threatened to out the whistleblower.
She called out of the blue.
Roger, over and out.

Fig. 3 Word Sense Ambiguity Examples
English, as stated above, is considered a weakly inflected language, having only four verb tenses and very little noun inflection, only pluralization and pronouns. In general, words are not altered to include additional information and, as a result, are ambiguous in their meaning. Additionally, for written language, different pronunciation is not readily apparent in text alone. Figure 3 shows a few examples of such ambiguity in English. Note the tense difference in the two versions of “read”. POS tagging would identify both as verbs, but when translating into an overtly inflectional language that uses morphemes to differentiate tenses, it has to determine which is the correct form of the verb in the target language with identical parse trees.
Chapter 3. System Introduction

3.1. The Language Pair: English-Japanese

The language pair chosen for this work is English and Japanese. There are several reasons for this decision. Firstly, the author has a good degree of fluency in both languages, which is necessarily a requirement to working on translation. Secondly, there is a lot of work yet to be done with this language pair for a number of reasons that we will consider. Thirdly, there is no existing Japanese-English language pair for Apertium, the RBMT system the author chose to employ, giving additional motivation to the project. Lastly, written Japanese has a relatively rigid grammatical structure, with some well-defined exceptions, making it an ideal initial language with which to test automatic rule generation.

It is important to note that exceptions to grammar rules exist in virtually every natural language, so any set of rules that may be generated automatically will likely be incomplete. A simple example of exceptions in English would be generating past tenses of verbs. The typical rule would be adding the suffix ‘-ed’ to verbs or ‘-d’ to verbs ending in ‘-e’, such as with the words “opened” or “closed”. We have many exceptions to this rule, and sometimes exceptions for the exceptions. When we
conjugate the verb “to go”, the plain past tense is the irregular form “went”, as in “I/you/he/she/we/they went”. However, when using the past perfect tense, there is an exception to the irregular form, and it becomes “had gone”. In contrast to English, Japanese conjugation of past tense verbs remains constant, adding the suffixes “-mashita” or “-ta” to the stem of the verb. Using the same example in Japanese, “iku” (to go), is conjugated as a past tense verb as “ikimashita”, while the past perfect tense is similarly conjugated as “itteimashita”.

3.2. Some Difficulties in Translating Between English and Japanese

There are a number of reasons translating between English and Japanese poses an interesting MT problem. There are many dissimilarities between the two languages that introduce points of failure as they are handled. For each difference in grammar, an additional subsystem in the MT system is required to handle that difference.

3.2.1. Sentence Structure

The sentential structures are different between the languages, English being a subject-verb-object (SVO) language and Japanese a
subject-object-verb (SOV). This creates a certain amount of
difficulty with word sense and reordering, causing the system to
first attempt to break the sentence into discrete parts and
alter the ordering of the sentence before translation. This
technique, called preordering, is defined as the transformation
of a source sentence\(^1\) \(F = f_1...f_j\) to target sentence \(E = e_1...e_i\).

![Diagram of preordering process]

The preordering process is generally done in three stages, the
first of which is deterministically generating a parse tree from
the source sentence from the parallel corpus by permuting the
tree and scoring the resulting trees, then deterministically
transforming the sentence \(F\) into \(F'\), using the same terms

\(^1\) In MT literature, it is common to refer to sentences in the two languages in
a pair as \(E\) and \(F\), as the first published papers were concerned with
translating from French to English. Modern usage simply has \(F\) denoting the
source language (the language we are translating from) and \(E\) denoting the
target language (the language we are translating to). It is also common to
refer to individual parts of the sentence not as words, but as tokens or
terms. This is due there often being multiple words from one language that
map to a single word in the other language.
contained in $F$, but matching the order of the target language for $E$ (Neubig, Watanabe, & Mori, 2012). From there, the sentence is translated from either a dictionary or language model (Figure 4). This transformation in Apertium is handled in a slightly different manner, using three separate dictionary files and some transfer rules, that will be explained further in Section 4, but the same basic idea of transforming the sentential structure to match the target language is used.

### 3.2.2. Weak Inflection vs Overt Inflection

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, English is a weakly inflected language. Japanese, on the other hand, is strongly, or overtly inflected. There are numerous verb tenses that use a variety of suffixes to indicate tense, social status, negation, strength of opinion/conviction and other meanings. While English has 12 basic verb tense conjugations, Japanese has 10 base forms and 154 conjugations (Kamiya, 2012), along with a more expansive use of affixes to verbs and adjectives that English does not use.

The complexity of the Japanese grammar system is not what makes English-Japanese translation difficult. It is, instead, the ambiguity introduced by English, that requires additional work to be done to accurately translate to or from Japanese. With a weakly inflected language, a good deal of inference needs to
occur in order to determine the appropriate word sense for the target language (Figure 5). It is very often the case that an accurate translation cannot be done without some form of translational memory, or storage of a certain amount of previously translated sentences from a longer document to reference, though this is beyond the scope of this thesis. In many systems there is a default, base tense that is used when another, more specific, tense cannot be inferred from the source sentence.

### 3.3. The Base System

#### 3.3.1. Apertium

For a target system, the RBMT system Apertium was chosen to build a rule set for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is an open-source system, allowing free use of all aspects of the system. There are only a few actively supported open-source
translation systems, and only Apertium is both Rule-Based and not language-specific, allowing us to implement the rules that we will generate. Secondly, the rule set is coded using a modified xml structure, allowing for quick parsing, testing and searchability. Thirdly, there was a need for a base rule set for the English-Japanese language pair in Apertium’s resource collection, as none currently exists. The rules and dictionary files for Apertium will be explained in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.2. Bilingual Corpus and Dictionary

Generating good quality rules requires a well-translated bilingual corpus and a sufficiently detailed bilingual dictionary file. The author used two well-known collections as source texts, the Tanaka Corpus (Tanaka, 2001) and Jim Breen’s WWWJDIC online dictionary (Breen, 1995). The Tanaka corpus was compiled by Yasuhiro Tanaka of Hyogo University in 2001, and is

![Fig 6. Excerpts from WWWJDIC (left) and the Tanaka Corpus (right)](image)
the largest public domain Japanese-English bilingual corpus, containing over 150,000 sentence pairs, and is continually revised and updated. The corpus version we used was 2014-8-16 (Ho, 2009). The Jim Breen WWWJDIC dictionary is an open-source dictionary project based on EDICT, an electronic dictionary of over 150,000 entries maintained by the Electronic Dictionary Research and Development Group at Monash University, with almost weekly revisions. The dictionary file was downloaded on 2014-09-18 and is the version used throughout this project.
Chapter 4. Apertium

4.1. Apertium Overview

Apertium (Forcada, 2011) is an open-source, rule-based system for machine translation.

It is comprised of a number of XML-based data files that, at minimum, store for a given language pair, two monolingual dictionary (.dix) files, a bilingual dictionary and some transfer rule (.t#x) files. Larger language pairs may contain additional files to handle complex syntax and other tasks. A full Apertium system is a pipeline of many small modules, each with a specific task that transforms a source language sentence into its target language translation. Figure 7 shows the full Apertium pipeline in detail. The simplified system implemented in this project is designed to test the grammar rules that were generated, so, while functional, it does not contain all of the modules indicated.

4.2. Monolingual Dictionaries

Apertium’s monolingual dictionaries are used to build morphological analyzers and generators that obtain all the possible lexical forms for a certain surface form in the source language and generates the surface form in the target language.
from the lexical form of each word and can be read from left to right or right to left, depending on which direction the translation is going. This means that English->Japanese or Japanese->English translations use the same dictionary files.

The monolingual dictionary files are comprised, minimally, of three sections: Symbol Definitions (sdef), Paradigm Definitions (pardef) and Lemmas (lm), portions of which are shown in Figure 8. The sdef section contains definitions and descriptions of the POS tags that are used in the system. These sdefs are used as tags for each word to add information such as tense, amount, gender, and so on to produce accurate translations.
The `pardef` section contains “Paradigm Definitions”, rules that are comprised of sets of entries. Each entry indicates what lexical transformation will occur, based on the associated `sdefs`. These transformations are essentially rules for altering words due to conjugation, pluralization, etc.

The `lemmas`, base forms of the words contained in the dictionary, are stored in the “main” section of the file. Each lemma entry contains at least three pieces of information: the word itself, the lexical stem of the word and the `pardef` that particular word will use when being transformed during translation.

When translating, Apertium will take each word (or phrase) and consult the dictionary, looking for the appropriate entry, and transforming it. Using Figure 8 as an example, if the English verb “saw” was sent to the dictionary, Apertium would cycle through the list of lemmas for stems that would match the input (in this case, “s”, “sa” and “saw”). All lemmas that match would then call their `pardefs`, which would add the appropriate `sdef` tags. In this case, “saw” would match with the lemma “see”, which would call the “s/ee_vblex” pardef. The stem for “see” is “s”, so the pardef would select the `sdef` tags that are associated with the suffix “aw”. In this case, the tags `<vblex>,
indicating lexical verb, and \texttt{<past>}, indicating past tense. Once this is all completed, the input word “saw” would be transformed into its tagged base form, “\texttt{see\langle vblex\rangle\langle past\rangle}”.

When more than one lemma matches an input, all matching lemmas are processed as above. Once this is done, the POS Tagger module is consulted to resolve the ambiguity. The POS Tagger module runs the input sentence through a POS Tagger, then compares its tag with the tags returned from the dictionary and selects the matching lemma. In our example, the POS Tagger would tag “saw” as a verb. It would then check all the returned lemmas for a verb tag and return the lemma that was tagged as a verb. If more than one lemma matches, it means the transformation rules are not correctly written, and Apertium returns nothing.

4.3. Bilingual Dictionary

Once Apertium has sent a word to its monolingual dictionary to be tagged, the word is then sent to the bilingual dictionary, which handles the lexical transfer process. Apertium assigns the target language a certain lexical form that corresponds to each of the source language lexical forms. In addition, the bilingual dictionary, unsurprisingly, maps the individual words between the language pair. The bilingual dictionary itself is identical
to the monolingual dictionaries with the exception of the “main” section. Where the monolingual dictionaries contain lemma entries, the bilingual dictionary contains entries that pair lemmas from each language.

Looking at Figure 9, we can continue our example from above. Apertium has transformed the English verb “saw” to “see<vblex><past>” and now passes it to the bilingual dictionary, where it cycles through all of the entries looking for a match. It finds the bilingual entry that contains the lemma “see” and matches the <vblex> tag. Now, Apertium transforms “see<vblex><past>” to match the entry’s other side, so we now have: “見る<vblex><past>”.

4.4. Transfer Rules

Through the Apertium system, which is comprised of several modules that pass text stream between them, these dictionary files contain all the necessary rules to generate an initial parse tree for the input sentence, permute that parse tree into all its legal forms based on the target language, and match
lexical forms (phrases) and word matches between the language pairs.

**Fig. 8** The Apertium pipeline, taken from the *Apertium for Dummies* section of Apertium’s wiki
Additional rules are needed, however, to govern the transfer inflections, word sense and ordering. There are three separate structural transfer rule files that contain such information. These transfer rules determine agreement among tenses and pronouns. They also handle word reordering and anything else needed to transform the source sentence to the target language. The three structural transfer files are separated into the three modules that use them: Intrachunk (.t1x), which tag grammatical differences between the source and target languages and create a sequence of marked-up chunks. Interchunk (.t2x), which handles reordering of chunk sequences and modifying lexical units (words or phrases) that have been tagged for alteration in the intrachunk phase. Post chunk (.t3x), transforms the output of the interchunk phase back into a tagged sentence, breaking up the chunks and assigning the appropriate tags to each lexical unit.

---

2 A chunk is the label used for phrases in Apertium, and may contain a single word or multiple words, depending on their intended purpose.
All of the transfer rule files use, with some minor exceptions, the same basic structure. Category definitions, <def-cats>, are used to define the chunks that will be worked with in the rules. The use of chunks are primarily to generate agreement between words and do the reordering of a sentence. Attribute definitions, <def-attr>, are used to group similar symbols together as a type. As an example, the symbols for singular and plural (sg and pl, respectively) are be grouped together under a “nbr” attribute. There are optional sections for macros, in this setting generic rules to be applied to other rules and other, more advanced rules, then the rules section itself. Figure 10 shows some examples of these sections, and Figure 11 below shows

```
<rule>
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <lit v="det"/>
        <lit-tag v="det"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="nbr"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
      </lu>
      <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nom"/>
      <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="nbr"/>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>
```

Fig. 11 A simple transfer rule from an intrachunk file
a simple rule to add a determiner to a noun (Japanese does not normally use determiners, while English often does).

There, of course, could be many rules that apply to nouns, so the example in Figure 14 is just one. The more specific the rule is, the higher priority Apertium assigns to it, and will be applied over more generic rules. Thus a rule that takes the pattern "noun-particle-verb" would match a chunk comprised of that pattern and be applied over a different rule that takes the pattern "noun-particle", even though "noun-particle" also matches to that chunk. Once matched, these rules perform the commands listed in the <action> section. In the example in Figure 14, the rule matches a single nominal noun from Japanese and outputs a string literal "det" as a placeholder for a determiner and tags it both with the appropriate POS ("det") and the 'nbr' tag from the noun (indicating if it is a singular or plural noun, which would alter the determiner choice), followed by the noun itself with it’s grammar rules, ‘noun’ tag and ‘nbr’ tag. In short, it takes a single noun and turns it into a noun phrase that consists of a determiner and noun with matching ‘nbr’ tags.
A simple example would be a chunk that is made up of only the Japanese noun "家<n><sg>"", which means “house” or “home” with noun and singular POS tags. This chunk would match the above rule exactly and execute the actions contained in the rule, returning the string “det<sg><b/>家<n><sg>”3. A full example of the shallow-transfer4 Apertium language pair generated using the system and tools described in this thesis is shown in Appendix A.

4.5. Apertium Dictionary Builder

Each module of Apertium relies on the previous module to send properly formatted input to function correctly. And every rule must add (or remove) the appropriate tag(s) to produce a correct translation. As a result, both monolingual dictionaries must have corresponding entries, and the bilingual dictionary must map those lemmas to each other to properly translate. This creates a lot of cross-referencing of dictionary files when building a language pair, and, as the pair grows, it becomes difficult to keep track of every entry as well as time-consuming. Also, a certain knowledge of and comfort level with XML syntax is needed to navigate and create these files,

3 <b/> is Apertium’s tag to indicate a space within a chunk or phrase.

4 A shallow-transfer pair uses only one transfer rules file, with all expected grammar patterns, including reordering, coded in the single file.
creating a barrier of entry to skilled linguists with little computer experience. We built the Apertium Dictionary Builder tool to address these issues.

The Dictionary Builder is a simple entry tool that allows for the simultaneous creation of all three dictionary files for a language pair (the monolingual dictionaries for each language and the bilingual dictionary) and does this while requiring no knowledge of XML. The interface is intelligent enough to warn when required information is missing and provide some default information in fields as the user inputs data. It also allows importing and exporting of files, so one may add entries to properly formatted existing dictionaries. A full description and instructions on use of the tool is detailed in Appendix C.
Chapter 5. Generating Rules

5.1. Preprocessing

When generating the grammar rules, some filtering and preprocessing is required. This is partially due to the sheer number of grammar rules in any given language. Linguist David Crystal estimates that the English language, as mentioned earlier a weakly inflected language, has 3500 or so distinct rules (Crystal, 2007), so any attempt at partially automated grammar generation needs to be reduced in scope. First, we split the bilingual corpus into two monolingual corpora, stripping extraneous tags and formatting so we have only monolingual
sentences in each corpus. We then run the corpus containing our target language through a POS tagger to generate tags for every sentence. This gives us a tagged corpus that is ready to be analyzed.

Once the target corpus has been prepared, a multi-pass analysis is done on the sentences, generating tag sequences, a representation of the sentences using only POS tags and indexing them against the original sentences. We also keep a record of each tagged word and its frequency for use in building the dictionary files once the rules have been generated. From there, a statistical analysis is done on each bigram and larger phrase in all the tag sequences to find the most commonly occurring grammatical patterns in the corpus. To keep the amount of patterns to a reasonable amount (our target was between 30-60 patterns), these are filtered to those occurring 10,000 times or more. In this project, among the 150,000 sentences, it returned roughly the top 10% most common grammar patterns. After the list is filtered, further analysis is done, larger patterns that are made up of several smaller patterns are removed, as are patterns with only verb tense variations. This filtering generated, for us, 47 unique base grammatical patterns for which to generate rules.
5.2. Parsing rules into Apertium

5.2.1. Interpreting the Rules

Once the preprocessing steps are completed, the results must be interpreted from the POS patterns back into actual grammar rules. To do this, each pattern is mapped back to the ID numbers of the original sentences that contained them. Figure 13, below, shows a sample of that output. The first line denotes the grammar pattern, with POS tags represented by numbers, separated by a ‘$’ character. Below the pattern is a list of ID numbers that map to sentences in the corpus containing the given pattern. Those sentences are then analyzed by hand to determine

![Fig. 13](image)

The pattern 1$2$4$5$ (1 = noun, 2 = particle, 3 = verb, 4 = verb suffix) mapped to the ID numbers of all the sentences containing that phrase type in the corpus.

the associated grammatical structure the patterns represented.
Some of them were fairly obvious, such as simple verb conjugations (present tense ichidan verb suffix = masu, for example). Other patterns must be mapped to several rules, as the POS patterns do not, for example, differentiate between types of particles in the most common trigram, noun-particle-verb. While this pattern represents the most basic structure of Japanese, the rules and resulting meanings change depending on the particle (Figure 14). This can also, at times change the verb form in the target language, as in the above example with eat or eats. Since the personal pronoun is optional in Japanese, the target language verb form must agree with different subjects, depending on the particle used. This requires specific transfer rules for each particle type to determine if a pronoun is to be added to the sentence, where it should be added and if the verb form should be altered. These patterns were gone through again by hand, this time differentiating the particle types and creating additional rules for directional particles, possessive particles, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensei wa tabemasu.</td>
<td>The teacher eats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensei ga tabemasu.</td>
<td>The teacher eats./It is the teacher that eats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensei to tabemasu.</td>
<td>I eat with the teacher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensei mo tabemasu.</td>
<td>The teacher also eats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensei wo tabemasu</td>
<td>I eat the teacher.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 14 Japanese particles altering the meaning of a sentence
Once all of this had been done, we combined the results of the initial analysis, the additional patterns for particles with some prerequisite grammar definitions (verb conjugations, pronouns, noun pluralization) and this makes up the final list of rules to be implemented in Apertium.

5.2.2. Formatting the Rules for Apertium

The XML structure of Apertium’s data files made it easy to build a template for the needed files and to pull in some basic information, such as dictionary entries, automatically by simply scanning the dictionary and pulling the entries and their POS tags and parsing them into Apertium entries. However, the interconnectedness of the files, the complexity of building some of the resulting rules and the needed linguistic knowledge to put into the rules themselves requires a good deal of hand-coding.

To this end, we decided to generate dictionary files using the Dictionary Builder tool and the most common nouns and verbs discovered during the tagging process. This allows us to add the Symbol Definitions and some of the necessary syntax rules while building the dictionary.
5.3. Evaluation

Once all this was in place, the system was tested with known good sample phrases and sentences. Sentences in Japanese were sent as input one at a time to Apertium, which passed the sentences through its modules, using the dictionaries and transfer rules we coded as its reference, and returned a translation of the phrase or sentence in English. Only words that were known to exist in the dictionaries were used. We evaluated the four steps of our basic Apertium translation process for correct output:

1) Morphological Analysis: Recognizing the dictionary entry for each word and adding it’s base tags.
2) POS and Semantic Tagging: Source language pardef entry selection, disambiguation and application.
3) Lexical Transfer: Word reordering and transformations based on transfer rules and translating to base forms of the target language.
4) Final Output: Target language pardef application and tag removal.
If a sentence fails at any of these steps, the translation itself will fail, as each successive step requires a correct input from the previous step. A failure indicates that there is either an error in one of the rules or there is a necessary rule that is missing from the system. Unlike SMT and HMT systems, RBMT systems will always return the proper output if the rules and words required for a given sentence are present and, conversely, not return proper output if there is any unknown or unexpected input, unless a specifically assigned default value is coded.
6. Results

6.1. Overview

In this thesis, we described some tools that were built to infer grammar rules from a bilingual corpus and bilingual dictionary to assist in generating a basic grammar rule structure for the Apertium rule-based translation system. In the next few chapters we will discuss the results of this work, some conclusions and possible future work.

The automatic generation of basic grammatical patterns from the Tanaka corpus, a bilingual text of over 150,000 sentence pairs, and the WWWJDIC dictionary, an electronic Japanese-English dictionary with over 150,000 unique entries, produced 1,761,231 phrasal patterns of two or more POS tags. After filtering out duplicates and all patterns occurring less than 10,000 times in the corpus, there were 115 unique patterns remaining. These remaining patterns were analyzed manually to remove redundant patterns that shared everything but verb tense and longer patterns that were made up of smaller, existing patterns. These remaining base patterns were combined with their constituent POS rules necessary to build larger phrasal rules and yielded a total of 52 basic rule patterns that were chosen to use for rule encoding.
Once the rules were selected, words and phrases containing and/or using these rules were chosen from the corpus to populate the dictionary files. The paradigms for the English monolingual dictionary entries were imported from an existing Apertium dictionary file and altered to match the tag structure of the rest of the system. Symbol names were altered to match those chosen for the Japanese monolingual dictionary. The Japanese monolingual dictionary entries were hand coded, based on the information gathered from rule selection. Finally, the transfer rules, again based on the POS patterns from rule selection, were hand coded into the intrachunk file, as described in Section 4.1.4. The resulting system contained 48 base Japanese words, 49 base English words, 49 base Japanese rules, 141 base English rules and 22 transfer rules that handled lexical agreement and word ordering.

### 6.2. Test Results

For each of the 52 rules we generated, we ran a test through our newly created Apertium language pair, using only words and phrases known to exist in the pair, and checked those tests against the four metrics explained in Chapter 5. The expectation was that all the tests would pass, as the system was designed
based on the specific rules that were being tested. As mentioned in Chapter 5, RBMT systems will either produce a (mostly) correct translation or, if the input does not match any rules or patterns in the system, it will fail.

The test results, shown in Appendix B, showed the expected output for all 18 test sentences through each of the four modules of the shallow-transfer Apertium system. This is unsurprising, as the tests were limited to the words and rules contained within the language pair. Were we to input some word or grammar pattern not coded into the system, it would fail to output a correct translation. Still, these results show that grammar rules generated by the system described in this thesis can be used to create the foundation for a new language pair that could be expanded and improved upon.
6. Conclusion

6.1. Summary

This work contributes toward the goal of developing a new partially automated method for generating rules for a machine translation system. Automating the generation of rules would be significant, as it would reduce the time and expertise needed to build a new set of rules for a language pair, such as Japanese and English, which does not presently exist. The results of the work are promising, but suggest that there is still significant work to be done. Converting a corpus into the intermediate representation of grammatical patterns and running statistical analysis on the results did somewhat reduce the amount of manual work involved in generating rule structures and required very little upfront grammatical knowledge of the source language. However, once the most basic patterns had been imported, the work of coding the rules, in the Apertium system at least, required a deeper linguistic knowledge of both languages to generate reasonable sentence structures, verb forms and accurate translations. Furthermore, additional rules, as is often the case in interconnected systems, in many cases require altering, or adding to, existing rules. In the end, the overall results of the rule generation and the resultant system did not match initial expectations, either in scope or complexity.
The key contribution of this work is to provide a basic Japanese-English language pair for an open-source RBMT platform that can be improved and expanded upon, where previously none existed. Additionally, the system created for rule generation is not specific to Japanese, and, with some adjustment for formatting and an appropriate POS tagger, could be used to generate grammar patterns and rules for virtually any source language. Finally, the Apertium Dictionary Builder tool is a small, cross-platform application that could enable those with linguistic skill who are not comfortable working with XML to contribute their knowledge to Apertium language pairs.

6.2. Limitations

There is clearly much work that could yet be done to this system. Certainly adding to the dictionary files and rule files of the Apertium system and making it more robust would be useful. Also, lowering the filter to allow larger patterns may yield more complex transfer rule structures that could reduce the overall rule count or handle more complex syntax structures.

The work has met the initial goal of this project, which was to, at least partially automatically, generate grammar rules that could be used in any system. However, there are limitations,
such as ambiguity, context and alternate usages that cannot be addressed simply by adding more rules or grammatical patterns.

6.3. Future Work

It now seems likely that investing in an entirely new approach might be worth pursuing. The usefulness of intermediate representation in both the generating of grammar rules and in Apertium’s transfer rules could hint at pursuing some form of interlingua as a way to address the limitations from the conclusion of this paper.

Most MT systems (Apertium included) employ some basic form of interlingua, such as POS and grammar tagging, to give additional meaning to written representations of words. In these systems the interlingua is used often only to find the proper syntax or correct grammar. Occasionally it will remove some ambiguity. This is, of course, important, but translation is about conveying the meaning of a sentence from one language to another. Systems such as WordNet group clusters of words that share similar meaning, using numeric ID tags as an interlingua that conveys the broad meaning, but do not offer any grammatical or syntactic information.
A better approach might be to expand the amount of meaning stored in interlingua, and use that intermediate representation to choose words and phrases that carry the same meaning from the source to the target language. Using some knowledge base, perhaps expanding WordNet by increasing the amount of IDs and making the meaning they represent more specific, to map words and phrases to their meanings. A system could use several layers of interlingua: one for meaning, one to attach grammar and syntax information to the interlingua containing the meaning. The system could then employ existing SMT or RBMT techniques to reorder the phrases into target language syntax and grammar. The goal would be to remove the meaning from the mechanics of word ordering and grammatical structure and translate just the intent of the communication from the source language, then apply the appropriate rules to form a grammatically correct sentence in the target language.
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Appendix A. Apertium Files

apertium-en.en.dix

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dictionary>
<alphabet></alphabet>
<sdefs>
<sdef n="n" c="noun"/>
<sdef n="sg" c="singular"/>
<sdef n="pl" c="plural"/>
<sdef n="sgpl" c="singular or plural"/>
<sdef n="prn" c="pronoun"/>
<sdef n="subj" c="subject"/>
<sdef n="obj" c="object"/>
<sdef n="p1" c="first person"/>
<sdef n="p2" c="second person"/>
<sdef n="p3" c="third person"/>
<sdef n="m" c="masculine"/>
<sdef n="f" c="feminine"/>
<sdef n="mf" c="masculine/feminine"/>
<sdef n="adv" c="adverb"/>
<sdef n="nn" c="inanimate"/>
<sdef n="an" c="animate/inanimate"/>
<sdef n="aa" c="animate"/>
<sdef n="det" c="determiner"/>
<sdef n="def" c="definite article"/>
<sdef n="ind" c="indefinite article"/>
<sdef n="vblex" c="verb"/>
<sdef n="iru" c="verb 'to be'"/>
<sdef n="pres" c="present tense"/>
<sdef n="past" c="past tense"/>
<sdef n="pot" c="potential tense"/>
<sdef n="neg" c="negative"/>
<sdef n="prt" c="particle"/>
<sdef n="n_suff" c="noun suffix"/>
<sdef n="poss" c="possessive"/>
<sdef n="dir" c="direction/movement"/>
<sdef n="adj" c="adjective"/>
<sdef n="copula" c="copula"/>
<sdef n="dem_adj" c="demonstrative adjective"/>
<sdef n="too" c="too"/>
</sdefs>

<pardefs>
<pardef n="house_n">
  <e><p><l/></p></e>
</pardef>
<pardef n="pe/rson_n">
  <e><p><l><r><s n="n"/><s n="sg"/></r></l></p></e>
</pardef>
<pardef n="work_n">
  <e><p><l><r><s n="n"/><s n="pl"/></r></l></p></e>
</pardef>
<pardef n="child_n">
  <e><p><l><r><s n="n"/><s n="sg"/></r></l></p></e>
</pardef>
</pardefs>
</dictionary>
apertium-jp.jp.dix

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dictionary>
<alphabet/>

<sdefs>
<sdef n="n" c="noun"/>
<sdef n="sg" c="singular"/>
<sdef n="pl" c="plural"/>
<sdef n="prn" c="pronoun"/>
<sdef n="subj" c="subject"/>
<sdef n="obj" c="object"/>
<sdef n="p1" c="first person"/>
<sdef n="p2" c="second person"/>
<sdef n="p3" c="third person"/>
<sdef n="m" c="masculine"/>
<sdef n="f" c="feminine"/>
<sdef n="mf" c="masculine/feminine"/>
<sdef n="adv" c="adverb"/>
<sdef n="nn" c="inanimate"/>
<sdef n="an" c="animate/inanimate"/>
<sdef n="aa" c="animate"/>
<sdef n="det" c="determiner"/>
<sdef n="def" c="definite article"/>
<sdef n="ind" c="indefinite article"/>
<sdef n="vblex" c="verb"/>
<sdef n="iru" c="verb 'to be'"/>
<sdef n="pres" c="present tense"/>
<sdef n="past" c="past tense"/>
<sdef n="pot" c="potential tense"/>
<sdef n="neg" c="negative"/>
<sdef n="prt" c="particle"/>
<sdef n="n_suff" c="noun suffix"/>
<sdef n="prn_suff" c="pronoun suffix"/>
<sdef n="poss" c="possesive"/>
<sdef n="dir" c="direction/movement"/>
<sdef n="adj" c="adjective"/>
<sdef n="copula" c="copula"/>
<sdef n="dem_adj" c="demonstrative adjective"/>
<sdef n="too" c="too"/>
</sdefs>

<pardefs>
<pardef n="家" n="n"/>
<pardef n="を" n="prt"/>
<pardef n="に" n="dir"/>
<pardef n="の" n="prt"/>
<pardef n="は" n="prt"/>
<pardef n="が" n="prt"/>
</pardefs>
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dictionary>

<alphabet></alphabet>

<sdefs>
  <sdef n="n" c="noun"/>
  <sdef n="sg" c="singular"/>
  <sdef n="pl" c="plural"/>
  <sdef n="pron" c="pronoun"/>
  <sdef n="subj" c="subject"/>
  <sdef n="obj" c="object"/>
  <sdef n="p1" c="first person"/>
  <sdef n="p2" c="second person"/>
  <sdef n="p3" c="third person"/>
  <sdef n="m" c="masculine"/>
  <sdef n="f" c="feminine"/>
  <sdef n="mf" c="masculine/feminine"/>
  <sdef n="adv" c="adverb"/>
  <sdef n="nn" c="inanimate"/>
  <sdef n="an" c="animate/inanimate"/>
  <sdef n="aa" c="animate"/>
  <sdef n="det" c="determiner"/>
  <sdef n="def" c="definite article"/>
  <sdef n="ind" c="indefinite article"/>
  <sdef n="vb lex" c="verb"/>
  <sdef n="iru" c="verb 'to be'"/>
  <sdef n="pres" c="present tense"/>
  <sdef n="past" c="past tense"/>
  <sdef n="pot" c="potential tense"/>
  <sdef n="neg" c="negative"/>
  <sdef n="prt" c="particle"/>
  <sdef n="n suff" c="noun suffix"/>
  <sdef n="poss" c="possessive"/>
  <sdef n="dir" c="direction/movement"/>
  <sdef n="adj" c="adjective"/>
  <sdef n="copula" c="copula"/>
  <sdef n="dem adj" c="demonstrative adjective"/>
  <sdef n="too" c="too"/>
</sdefs>

<section id="main" type="standard">
  <e><p><l>私<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>彼<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>彼女<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>あなた<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>君<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>それ<s n="prn"/></l><r>prpers<s n="prn"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>家<s n="n"/></l><r>house<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>本<s n="n"/></l><r>book<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>人<s n="n"/></l><r>person<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>仕事<s n="n"/></l><r>work<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>日<s n="n"/></l><r>day<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>子<s n="n"/></l><r>child<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>車<s n="n"/></l><r>car<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>事<s n="n"/></l><r>thing<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
  <e><p><l>問題<s n="n"/></l><r>problem<s n="n"/></r></p></e>
</section>
</dictionary>
歩く <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>から</l><r>from</r><p>/<r>から</r></p><e></e>
急ぐ <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
遊ぶ <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
住む <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
死ぬ <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
待つ <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
会う <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
ある <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
勉強する <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
言う <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
出来る <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
思う <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
知る <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
聞く <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
話す <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
読む <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
帰る <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
行く <s n="vblex"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
新しい <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
良い <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
悪い <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
高い <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
早い <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
長い <s n="adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
その <s n="dem_adj"></s> /<l>で</l><r>で</r><p>/</p>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<transfer>
<section-def-cats>
<def-cat n="c_nom">
<cat-item tags="n.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_vrb">
<cat-item tags="vblex.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_prpers">
<cat-item lemma="prpers" tags="prn.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_nom_prt_vrb">
<cat-item name="c_nom_prt_vrb"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_nom_dir_vrb">
<cat-item name="c_nom_dir_vrb"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_prt">
<cat-item tags="prt"/>
<cat-item tags="prt.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_dir">
<cat-item tags="dir"/>
<cat-item tags="dir.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_det">
<cat-item tags="det"/>
<cat-item tags="det.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_poss">
<cat-item tags="poss"/>
<cat-item tags="poss.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_prn">
<cat-item tags="prn"/>
<cat-item tags="prn.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_adj">
<cat-item tags="adj"/>
<cat-item tags="adj.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_copula">
<cat-item tags="copula"/>
<cat-item tags="copula.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_dem_adj">
<cat-item tags="dem_adj"/>
<cat-item tags="dem_adj.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_too">
<cat-item tags="too"/>
<cat-item tags="too.*"/>
</def-cat>
<def-cat n="c_want">
<cat-item tags="want"/>
<cat-item tags="want.*"/>
</def-cat>
</section-def-cats>
</transfer>
<def-attr n="a_want">
    <attr-item tags="want"/>
</def-attr>

<section-def-attrs>
<section-def-vars>
    <def-var n="number"/>
</section-def-vars>
</section-def-macros>

<section-rules>
<!--Verb Phrases-->
<rule c="verb">
    <pattern>
        <pattern-item n="c_vrb"/>
    </pattern>
    <action>
        <out>
            <lu>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_verb"/>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_tense"/>
                <lit-tag v="p1"/>
            </lu>
        </out>
    </action>
</rule>

<rule c="noun-part-verb">
    <pattern>
        <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
        <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
        <pattern-item n="c_vrb"/>
    </pattern>
    <action>
        <out>
            <lu>
                <clip pos="3" side="tl" part="lem"/>
                <clip pos="3" side="tl" part="a_verb"/>
                <clip pos="3" side="tl" part="a_tense"/>
                <lit-tag v="pl"/>
            </lu>
            <b/>
            <lu>
                <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_det"/>
                <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_types_nom"/>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
            </lu>
            <b/>
            <lu>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nom"/>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_tense"/>
                <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
            </lu>
        </out>
    </action>
</rule>
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<rule c="prn-prt-adj-copula">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_adj"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_copula"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_gender"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<rule c="noun-prt-adj-copula">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="3" side="tl" part="a_adj"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>
<rule c="adj-copula">
<pattern>
<pattern-item n="c_adj"/>
<pattern-item n="c_copula"/>
</pattern>
<action>
<out>
<lu>
<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="lem"/>
<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_copula"/>
<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_tense"/>
<lit-tag v="p3"/>
</lu>
</out>
</rule>

<rule c="pronoun-part-copula">
<pattern>
<pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
<pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
<pattern-item n="c_copula"/>
</pattern>
<action>
<out>
<lu>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_prn"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_gender"/>
</lu>
</out>
</rule>
<!-- Noun Phrases -->

<rule c="pronoun">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_prn"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<rule c="noun">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nom"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<rule c="prn-poss-noun">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_poss"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <lit-tag v="poss"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_gender"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>
<rule c="noun-dir">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_dir"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_dir"/>
        <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_types_nom"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <lit-tag v="det"/>
        <lit-tag v="subj"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<rule c="adjective-noun">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_adj"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <lit-tag v="det"/>
        <lit-tag v="subj"/>
        <clip pos="2" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nom"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<!-- Other Phrases -->

<rule c="adjective">
  <pattern-item n="c_adj"/>
  <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
</rule>
<rule c="demonstrative">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_dem_adj"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_dem_adj"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<rule c="too">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_too"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_prt"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_too"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>

<!--Sentence Rules-Testing-->

<rule c="prn-part-noun-part-verb">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_vrb"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_prn"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_gender"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>
<rule c="prn-part-adjective-noun-part-verb"

<pattern>
<pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
<pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
<pattern-item n="c_adj"/>
<pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
<pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
<pattern-item n="c_vrb"/>
</pattern>

</rule>

<action>
<out>
<lu>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lem"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_prn"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_gender"/>
</lu>
<b/>
<lu>
<clip pos="6" side="tl" part="lem"/>
<clip pos="6" side="tl" part="a_verb"/>
<clip pos="6" side="tl" part="a_tense"/>
<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="a_person"/>
</lu>
<b/>
<lu>
<clip pos="5" side="tl" part="a_det"/>
<clip pos="5" side="tl" part="a_types_nom"/>
<clip pos="4" side="tl" part="a_nbr"/>
</lu>
<b/>
<lu>
<clip pos="3" side="tl" part="lem"/>
<clip pos="3" side="tl" part="a_adj"/>
</lu>
<b/>
</out>
</action>
<rule c="prn-prt-dem-noun-prt-verb">
  <pattern>
    <pattern-item n="c_prn"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_dem_adj"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_nom"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_prt"/>
    <pattern-item n="c_vrb"/>
  </pattern>
  <action>
    <out>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_prn"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_person"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_prt"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_br"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_gender"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="6" side="t1" part="a_verb"/>
        <clip pos="6" side="t1" part="a_tense"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_person"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="3" side="t1" part="a_adj"/>
      </lu>
      <b/>
      <lu>
        <clip pos="4" side="t1" part="a_nom"/>
        <clip pos="4" side="t1" part="a_br"/>
        <clip pos="1" side="t1" part="a_br"/>
      </lu>
    </out>
  </action>
</rule>
</transfer>
Appendix B. Test Results

II.1. Rule List

Japanese Grammar Rules

1. は  particle, subject
2. の  particle, possessive
3. に  particle, direction
4. を  particle, object
5. が  particle, subject
6. します する-irregular verb
7. ある ある-copula
8. です です-copula
9. 私 personal pronoun, first person, singular
10. 彼 personal pronoun, third person, singular, masculine
11. その他 adjective, singular
12. 彼女 personal pronoun, third person, feminine
13. も particle, also
14. から particle, from location
15. 達 suffix, plural
16. あなた personal pronoun, second person, singular
17. 君 personal pronoun, second person, singular
18. 彼ら personal pronoun, third person, plural
19. それ pronoun, third person, singular
20. くる 来る-irregular verb
21. ます suffix, る-verb present tense
22. います suffix, う-verb, present tense
23. ました suffix, る-verb past tense
24. いました suffix, う-verb past tense
25. ーぶ ーぶ godan verbs
26. ー一つ ー一つ godan verbs
27. ーぐ ーぐ godan verbs
28. ーぐ ーぐ godan verbs
29. ーむ ーむ godan verbs
30. ーぬ ーぬ godan verbs
31. ーる ーる godan verbs
32. ーう ーう godan verbs
33. ーる ーる ichidan verbs
34. ーする する-noun verb
35. 新しい い-adjectives

Transfer Rules

36. Verb
37. Noun
38. Pronoun
39. Adjective
40. Demonstrative Particle
41. Also Particle
42. Noun-Directional-Verb
43. Adjective-Copula
44. Pronoun-Particle-Adjective-Copula
45. Noun-Particle-Adjective-Copula
II.2.Raw Test Output

1. Translating: 私は家に歩きます

Morphological Analyzer: 私/私 <prn><p1><sg><mf>$ は/は <prt><subj>$ 家/家 <n><sg>$ に/に <dir>$ 歩きます/歩く <vblex><pres>$

POS Tagger: 私<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ は<prt><subj>$ 家<n><sg>$ に<dir>$ 歩く <vblex><pres>$

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ is<vblex><past><p1>$ to<dir>$

Output: I walk to the house

2. Translating: あなたの本

Morphological Analyzer: あなた/あなた <prn><p2><sg><mf>$ の/の <poss>$ 本/本 <n><sg>$

POS Tagger: あなた<prn><p2><sg><mf>$ の<poss>$ 本<n><sg>$

Lexical Transfer: <poss><p2><sg><mf>$ book<n><sg>$

Output: your book

3. Translating: 彼は高い家を見ました

Morphological Analyzer: 彼/彼 <prn><p3><sg><m>$ は/は <prt><subj>$ 高い/高い <adj><pres>$ 家/家 <n><sg>$ を/を <prt><obj>$ 見ました/見る <vblex><past>$

POS Tagger: 彼<prn><p3><sg><m>$ は<prt><subj>$ 高い<adj><pres>$ 家<n><sg>$ を<prt><obj>$ 見る <vblex><past>$

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p3><sg><m>$ saw<vblex><past><p3>$ a<det><obj><sg>$ tall<adj>$ house<n><sg>$

Output: he saw a tall house

4. Translating: 私が子供です

Morphological Analyzer: 私/私 <prn><p1><sg><mf>$ が/が <prt><subj>$ 子供/子供<n><sg>$ です/です <copula><pres>$

POS Tagger: 私<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ が<prt><subj>$ 子供<n><sg>$ です<copula><pres>$

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ is<copula><pres><p1>$ a<det><obj><sg>$ child<n><sg>$

Output: I am the child

5. Translating: 私達は勉強します

POS Tagger: 私/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ は/prt/subj/$ 勉強する/vblex/pres/$
Lexical Transfer: prpers/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ 学ぶ/vblex/pres/$
Output: we study

6. Translating: 本があります

Morphological Analyzer: 本/本/n.sg/$ が/が/prt/subj/$ あります/ある/copula/pres/$

POS Tagger: 本/n.sg/$ が/prt/subj/$ ある/copula/pres/$
Lexical Transfer: 本/n.sg/$ be/copula/pres/$ book/n.sg/$
Output: there is a book

7. Translating: その仕事は悪いです


POS Tagger: その/dem_adj/$ 仕事/n.sg/$ は/prt/subj/$ 悪い/adj/$ です/copula/pres/$
Lexical Transfer: その/dem_adj/$ work/n.sg/$ be/copula/pres/$ bad/adj/$
Output: that work is bad

8. Translating: 私も遊びます

Morphological Analyzer: 私/私/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ も/も/too/$ 遊びます/遊ぶ/vblex/pres/$

POS Tagger: 私/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ も/too/$ 遊ぶ/vblex/pres/$
Lexical Transfer: prpers/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ too/too/$ play/vblex/pres/$
Output: I too play

9. Translating: 私は仕事に急ぎます


POS Tagger: 私/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ は/prt/subj/$ 仕事/n.sg/$ に/dir/$ 急ぐ/vblex/pres/$
Lexical Transfer: prpers/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ hurry/vblex/pres/$ work/n.sg/$
Output: I hurry to work

10. Translating: 私達は仕事に急ぎます


POS Tagger: 私/prn/pl/pl/mf/$ は/prt/subj/$ 仕事/n.sg/$ に/dir/$ 急ぐ/vblex/pres/$
11. Translating: 私 は 仕事 に 帰ります

Morphological Analyzer: 私/私<prt><subj>$ 仕事/仕事<n><sg>$ に/に<dir>$ 帰ります/帰る<vblex><pres>$

POS Tagger: 私<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ 仕事<sub><n><sg>$ に<dir>$ 帰る<vblex><pres>$

Lexical Transfer: ^prpers<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ ^return<vblex><pres><p1>$ ^to<dir>$ ^work<n><sg>$

Output: I return to work

12. Translating: 君達 は 良い 人 です

Morphological Analyzer: 君達/君達<prt><subj>$ 良い/良い人<n><sg>$ です/です<vblex><copula><pres>$

POS Tagger: 君達<prn><p2><pl><mf>$ 良い/良い人<n><sg>$ です/です<vblex><copula><pres>$

Lexical Transfer: ^prpers<prn><p2><pl><mf>$ ^is<vblex><copula><pres><p2>$ ^<det><obj><pl>$ ^good<adj>$ ^person<n><pl>$

Output: you are some good people

13. Translating: 彼ら は 車 を 持ちました

Morphological Analyzer: 彼ら/彼ら<prt><subj>$ 車/車<n><sg>$ を/を<vblex><obj>$ 持ちました/持ちます<vblex><past>$

POS Tagger: 彼ら<prn><p3><pl><mf>$ 車<n><sg>$ を<vblex><obj>$ 持つ<vblex><past>$

Lexical Transfer: ^prpers<prn><p3><pl><mf>$ ^have<vblex><past><p3>$ ^<det><obj><sg>$ ^car<n><sg>$

Output: they had a car

14. Translating: それ は 良かった です

Morphological Analyzer: それ/それ<prt><subj>$ 良かった/良い人<n><sg>$ です/です<vblex><copula><pres>$

POS Tagger: それ<prn><p3><sg><mf>$ 良い<adj><past>$ です/です<vblex><copula><pres>$

Lexical Transfer: ^prpers<prn><p3><sg><mf>$ ^is<vblex><copula><pres><p3>$ ^good<adj>$

Output: it was good

15. Translating: 私 は 家 から 来ました

Morphological Analyzer: 私/私<prt><subj>$ 家/家<n><sg>$ から/から<dir>$ 来ました/来る<vblex><past>$

POS Tagger: 私<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ 家<n><sg>$ から<dir>$ 来る<vblex><past>$

Lexical Transfer: ^prpers<prn><p1><sg><mf>$ ^come<vblex><past><p1>$ ^from<dir>$ ^<det><subj><sg>$ ^house<n><sg>$
Output: I came from the house

16. Translating: 彼は本を読みます

Morphological Analyzer: 彼/彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>本/本<n><sg>を/を<prt><obj><m>読みます/読む<vblex><pres><m>

POS Tagger: 彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>本/本<n><sg>を/を<prt><obj><m>読む<vblex><pres><m>

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p3><sg><m>read<vblex><pres><p3>book<n><sg>

Output: he reads a book

17. Translating: 彼は死にました

Morphological Analyzer: 彼/彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>死/死ぬ<vblex><past><m>

POS Tagger: 彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>死/死ぬ<vblex><past><m>

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p3><sg><m>die<vblex><past><p3>

Output: he died

18. Translating: 彼はその事を言いました

Morphological Analyzer: 彼/彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>その/その<dem_adj>事/事<n><sg>を/を<prt><obj><m>言いました/言う<vblex><past><m>

POS Tagger: 彼<prn><p3><sg><m>は/は<prt><subj><m>その/その<dem_adj>事/事<n><sg>を/を<prt><obj><m>言う<vblex><past><m>

Lexical Transfer: prpers<prn><p3><sg><m>say<vblex><past><p3>that$s<det><obj><sg>

Output: he said that thing
Appendix C. Apertium Dictionary Builder

Synopsis
======
The Apertium Dictionary Builder is a simple tool designed to allow a user to simultaneously create the three required dictionaries for a language pair in the rule-based machine translation system, Apertium. It requires no knowledge of the underlying XML structure of Apertium, only a basic working knowledge of the Apertium dictionary file structure and concepts.

Requirements
Dictionary Builder was developed and tested using Java 1.8, though it may run on 1.7 or 1.6.

Installation

Dictionary Builder is a small, standalone runnable .jar file that can be run on any platform. Simply download it to the location of your choice, and double-click the icon to run the application.

Usage

This tool is designed to be used with the Apertium machine translation system (https://www.apertium.org). Definitions and explanations of the system and its components can be found at the Apertium Wiki (http://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/Main_Page). This documentation assumes a basic knowledge of Apertium and its data files.

Dictionary Builder allows the user to create dictionary entries for both Apertium monolingual dictionaries, the bilingual dictionary and their corresponding pardefs and sdefs all at the same time. Dictionaries built with this application can be exported and used with the Apertium system without alteration. Currently macros and special sections are not supported, but these sections may be inserted into a file after export.

Below are two screenshots, one of each half of the application’s main window with explanations of the various features:

1) Source Language Lemma Field. Here you will enter the name of the lemma you would like to add to the source language. Once the lemma is entered here, it will automatically populate in (9)

2) Source Language Stem Field. Here you will enter the stem (the <i> field for Apertium’s monolingual dictionaries) of the lemma you are adding to the source language. For example, if your word is the English noun “house”, the stem would also be ‘house’, as there is no morphological transformation that is done to the base form. If your word is the English verb “see”, the stem would be ’s’, as the base form transforms depending on the conjugation (see, saw, sees, seen, seeing, etc) and the only part of the base that remains constant is ’s’. If your word is the English verb “go”, the stem would be empty, as the
base form transforms to irregular forms (go, goes, gone, went) that contain no part of the base form.

(3) **Source Language Paradigm Field:** Here you will enter the Paradigm Definition (pardef) that the lemma will reference. Once entered here, any entries added in the Paradigm Section below will be added to this pardef.

(4) **Source Language Paradigm Entry Left Field:** Here you will enter the <l> field for the current pardef entry. This will be the suffix appended to the stem of the lemma that references this pardef.

(5) **Source Language Paradigm Entry Right Field:** Here you will enter the <r> field for the current pardef entry. This will be the suffix appended to the stem of the lemma that references this pardef. Note that by default, the direction of transformation is L->R. The R->L annotation is not currently supported in Dictionary Builder.

(6) **Source Language Paradigm Entry Symbol Field:** Here you will enter the Symbol Definitions (sdef) that will be added to the lemma that references this pardef. When you add an sdef to the current pardef entry, it will appear in the pardef preview window (8). You may add as many sdefs as are needed to an entry and continue to add more at any time. A symbol must be defined and appear in the Symbol Definition List (15) before you can enter it here.

(7) **Source Language Add Paradigm Entry Button:** This button adds to the current pardef in field (3) the data contained in fields (4), (5) and (6). Duplicate entries will be ignored by the program. Dictionary Builder currently does not support removal of a harder entry without clearing the entire global entry.

(8) **Source Language Paradigm Definition Preview Pane:** Here you will see a preview of the current pardef you are working with. It is updated every time you add a pardef entry using (7).

(9) **Bilingual Dictionary Source Lemma Field:** Here you will enter the source language lemma to map to a target language lemma in the bilingual dictionary. This field is automatically populated after the source lemma (1) is entered.
(10) Bilingual Dictionary Source Symbol Field: Here you will enter the sdef that correlates to the lemma in (9). A symbol must be defined and appear in the Symbol Definition List (15) before you can enter it here.

(11) Bilingual Dictionary Preview Pane: Once fields (9), (10), (24) and (25) have been filled, a preview of the bilingual dictionary entry for the source lemma (1) and the target lemma (16) will be displayed here.

(12) New Symbol Field: Here you will enter a new Symbol to be defined and added to the Symbol Definition List (15). Duplicate sdefs are not allowed.
(13) New Symbol Description Field: Here you can enter the optional ‘c’ attribute for the sdef describing its Symbol.

(14) Add New Symbol Button: Once the New Symbol Field (12) contains a Symbol (and optionally the New Symbol Description Field (13) is filled, as well), clicking this button will add the sdef to the Symbol Definition List (15). Duplicate sdefs will be rejected.

(15) Symbol Definition List: This pane will display all the sdefs that are currently defined for the dictionaries you are building. The list is global and persistent, so it is used by all three dictionaries and remains while the application is running.

(16) Target Language Lemma Field. Here you will enter the name of the lemma you would like to add to the target language. Once the lemma is entered here, it will automatically populate in (24)

(17) Target Language Stem Field. Here you will enter the stem (the <i> field for Apertium’s monolingual dictionaries) of the lemma you are adding to the target language. See the description of Field (2) for more details.

(18) Target Language Paradigm Field: Here you will enter the Paradigm Definition (pardef) that the lemma will reference. Once entered here, any entries added in the Paradigm Section below will be added to this pardef.

(19) Target Language Paradigm Entry Left Field: Here you will enter the <l> field for the current pardef entry. This will be the suffix appended to the stem of the lemma that references this pardef.

(20) Target Language Paradigm Entry Right Field: Here you will enter the <r> field for the current pardef entry. This will be the suffix appended to the stem of the lemma that references this pardef. Note that by default, the direction of transformation is L→R. The R→L annotation is not currently supported in Dictionary Builder.

(21) Target Language Paradigm Entry Symbol Field: Here you will enter the Symbol Definitions (sdef) that will be added to the lemma that references this pardef. When you add an sdef to the current pardef entry, it will appear in the pardef preview
window (8). You may add as many sdefs as are needed to an entry and continue to add more at any time. A symbol must be defined and appear in the Symbol Definition List (15) before you can enter it here.

(22) Target Language Add Paradigm Entry Button: This button adds to the current pardef in field (3) the data contained in fields (4), (5) and (6). Duplicate entries will be ignored by the program. Dictionary Builder currently does not support removal of a harder entry without clearing the entire global entry.

(23) Target Language Paradigm Definition Preview Pane: Here you will see a preview of the current pardef you are working with. It is updated every time you add a pardef entry using (7).

(24) Bilingual Dictionary Target Lemma Field: Here you will enter the source language lemma to map to a target language lemma in the bilingual dictionary. This field is automatically populated after the source lemma (1) is entered.

(25) Bilingual Dictionary Target Symbol Field: Here you will enter the sdef that correlates to the lemma in (9). A symbol must be defined and appear in the Symbol Definition List (15) before you can enter it here.

(26) Import Dictionaries Button: Clicking this button imports dictionary files that reside in the SAME DIRECTORY as Dictionary Builder into memory. The Symbol Definition List (15) will populate, and you will see previews of the files in the Dictionaries Preview Pane (31). These dictionary files additionally must be named “source.dix”, “target.dix” and “bilingual.dix” when working with Dictionary Builder.

(27) Export Dictionaries Button: Clicking this button will export all the data stored in memory to the three appropriate Apertium dictionary files: “source.dix”, “target.dix” and “bilingual.dix”. The files will be exported into the SAME DIRECTORY as the application. Furthermore, they will overwrite any identically named files in that directory. If you need to retain older versions of dictionary files with the same name that exist in the same directory, they must be moved or renamed before exporting.

(28) Clear Entry Button: Clicking this button clears all the fields of the app. It does not clear the Symbol Definition
List, it does not delete any pardef entries or global entries that have been previously saved.

(29) Save Entry Button: Clicking this button saves all fields and any new pardefs and pardef entries that have been added since the last time this button was clicked. In order for the data to be saved, all fields that are not optional must be filled. Duplicate entries will be rejected. You must save an entry before it can be exported to a file.

(30) Dictionary File Preview Selection Pane: Here you can click on any of the three buttons to change the view in the Dictionary Preview Pane (31) to the corresponding dictionary file.

(31) Dictionary Preview Pane: Here you can view the current dictionary files that are saved on your drive.